
By 2022,
cloud spending will outstrip

traditional IT spend2

A CLOUD PROVIDER IS FOR LIFE
[ or should be ] CORPORATE SERVICES

  

 

 

  

 
 

“ARE YOU SUPPORTIVE?”
Will they offer bespoke planning

and guidance throughout a
complex migration process?

“ARE YOU CREATIVE?”
Can they handle complex

interdependencies,
inflexible architectures

or out-of-date technology?

Easily deploy new tech
for ongoing competitive advantage

Transform productivity
with collaboration tools that 

empower your people

Maximise flexibility
for short-term and strategic projects

Save costs
with optimised infrastructure
usage and reduced hardware

Easily scale up and down
to handle fluctuations in workload

Be future-ready
to seize new opportunities and 

succeed where others fail

Boost your agility
adapt quickly to customer

and market demands

Unleash big data
with an optimised mix of security 

and processing power

“ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?”
How long have they provided
cloud services, and to what

types of client?

“ARE YOU CHANGING?”
Can they provide a cloud

solution to any scale,
no matter what your size?
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Find out more at dcs.tech/cloudbridge or call us on 0344 863 3000.

Consider the Daisy difference

“ARE YOU VERSATILE?”
Do they offer a bespoke

mix of public, private and
multi-cloud environments?

“ARE YOU COMPLETE?”
Do they have the tools and
third-party relationships

to provide a top-notch
client experience?

15 years
Experience in

 cloud provision

Multi-solution
Integrated delivery
of cloud alongside
all other services

Full integration
Wholly owned data centres 

deliver private and 
community cloud

Pioneers
One of the first 

providers of 
community cloud

Hybrid experts
Specialists in 

integrating cloud and 
colocation services

11 Data Centres
Giving you

convenient UK-wide
accessibility

Migration Masters
A bespoke process with 

carefully managed 
milestones and SLAs

A single, integrated supplier for cloud-hosted services
•  Unified Communications  •  Software-as-a-Service
• Storage-as-a-Service   • Business Continuity
• eBackup     • SD-WAN & LAN

Find a partner who truly “gets you”
That means asking the right questions…

Know what 
you want

Explore the ways 
cloud technologies

can empower 
your business
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The world of cloud can be complex 

83%
of enterprise workloads 

will be cloud-based by 20201    

30%
of IT budgets are 

allocated to cloud computing1    

Companies use 5
different cloud 

platforms on average1

94%
of enterprises already
use a cloud service1  

66%
already have a central, 

dedicated cloud team1    

As the UK's largest independent provider of secure 
IT, communications and cloud, we offer

Here's how to ensure you make 
the right decision 

No two organisations are the same, 
so your cloud solution (and your provider) 

has to be unique and special


